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PRACTICE FOCUS / PRIVACY LAW

Anti-drone law unlikely to promote privacy, security
Commentary by Timothy M. Ravich

A

s unsettling news unfolds about
the federal government’s surveillance of personal cellphone
records, states around the country are
deciding how to balance privacy with
security.
Beginning July 1, the Freedom from
Unwarranted Surveillance Act will go
into effect in Florida. The FUSA prohibits law enforcement agencies from using remotely controlled
aircraft to gather “evidence or other information.” Judges in criminal
proceedings will not be
allowed to admit any
information obtained or
collected from drones
into evidence, and priRavich
vate litigants will have
the right to sue in civil court “to obtain
all appropriate relief in order to prevent
or remedy a violation.”
The new law reflects a valid concern
that drones can infringe upon personal
privacy rights. The public hears daily
about unmanned aerial vehicles called
“predators” and “reapers” and “hunter
killers” deployed to stalk and eliminate
terrorists. In a speech at the National
Defense University, President Barack
Obama confirmed that Americans who
go abroad to wage war against America
are entitled to no more protection from
drones “than a sniper shooting down
on an innocent crowd should be protected from a SWAT team.” Whether the
federal government would use drones
to kill citizen-terrorists within national
boundaries is unknown.
No wonder the term “drone” is used
to suggest that remotely controlled aircraft are lawless menacing robots. The
FUSA makes sense in this context, but
may be unworkable where surveillance
alone is the issue.
Indeed, the FUSA is overly broad
in its restriction of law enforcement
drones. The new statute does not detail
the specific kind of “evidence or other
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information” that state law enforcement
agencies are prohibited from gathering,
be it an aerial photograph of something
open and obvious like a building or
home or something for which there is a
reasonable expectation of privacy.
In addition, the FUSA recognizes
three exceptions that are so broad as
to render a ban on law enforcement
drones useless. First, drones may be
deployed when the
U.S. Secretary of
Homeland Security
determines that credible intelligence exists
of a high risk of a
terrorist attack by a specific individual
or organization. Second, UAVs may
be used if a judge first issues a search
warrant. Finally, under a catchall provision, law enforcement agencies can
use drones if they have a “reasonable
suspicion” under the circumstances that
“swift action is needed to prevent imminent danger to life or serious damage
to property, to forestall the imminent
escape of a suspect, or the destruction
of evidence.”
Given today’s security climate, these

exceptions badly misapprehend the
importance of predictive information
gathering and may prove why a rule
prohibiting law enforcement drones is
impractical.
The FUSA does not say what a “terrorist attack” is, and yet hamstrings
local crime fighters by requiring them
to wait for federal administrators to determine whether an event poses a high
risk of a terrorist threat
or not. Did you first
know who was responsible for the bombing
at the Boston Marathon
or the attack of an
American embassy in Benghazi, Libya?
Neither did local, state, and federal authorities at the outset.
In fact, tragically, domestic crimes
look a lot like international terrorism
today and events are not what they first
seem. An ex-Army soldier detonated
a truck-bomb at the Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building in April 1995 in
Oklahoma, not foreign extremists as
first thought, and September 11th was
not an airplane accident but an act
of war. The federal government was
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slow to declare these events as terror
acts and yet the FUSA would have left
drone-gathering intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance capabilities
on the sidelines in each of these events.
Enforcing the FUSA will be problematic as a legal matter, too. The FUSA
does not say what burden the government must carry to obtain a search
warrant authorizing the use of drones.
In addition, the government need only
claim a “reasonable suspicion” of an
emergency to use a drone. And, even if
the government were to cry wolf and
characterize a “regular” crime — or no
crime at all— as a terrorist event, what
evidence must a criminal defendant
or civil litigant present to do anything
more than second-guess first responders?
In fact, criminal courts will be asked
to apply a per se exclusion of “evidence
and information” obtained by law enforcement drones and civil courts will
be burdened to make judgment calls
like whether a drone was used to counter an actual “terrorist
attack” (allowed under
the FUSA) or to deter
activities that were
terrible but less terrible than a “terrorist
attack” (a violation of
the FUSA).
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What the FUSA
read more
does to promote privacy or security is not contributors
clear in this context.
While the FUSA earns
marks for responding to a popular issue, its reactive and token contribution
to privacy rights comes at the expense
of security capabilities and unnecessarily demonizes an aviation technology
with desirable economic and operational applications.
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